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		The book includes high-quality research papers presented at the International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communication (ICICC 2018), which was held at the Guru Nanak Institute of Management (GNIM), Delhi, India on 5–6 May 2018. Introducing the innovative works of scientists, professors, research scholars, students and industrial experts in the field of computing and communication, the book promotes the transformation of fundamental research into institutional and industrialized research and the conversion of applied exploration into real-time applications.
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Ethical Naturalism: Current DebatesCambridge University Press, 2012

	Ethical naturalism is narrowly construed as the doctrine that there are moral properties and facts, at least some of which are natural properties and facts. Perhaps owing to its having faced, early on, intuitively forceful objections by eliminativists and non-naturalists, ethical naturalism has only recently become a central player in the...
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Sonic Interaction DesignMIT Press, 2013

	Sound is an integral part of every user experience but a neglected medium in design disciplines. Design of an artifact's sonic qualities is often limited to the shaping of functional, representational, and signaling roles of sound. The interdisciplinary field of sonic interaction design (SID) challenges these prevalent approaches by...
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Guides for Application Integration (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2004
This guide examines application integration in detail and describes the capabilities needed to enable application integration. It discusses major challenges involved and shows how you can adapt your environment to meet those challenges.

Most organizations today use an increasing number of applications and services to solve specific...
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Inventing the PC: The MCM/70 StoryMcGill-Queen, 2011

	In May 1973, Micro Computer Machines, a Toronto-based electronics company, gave a public demonstration of a small computer called the MCM/70. Powered by a microprocessor and operated with APL, a sophisticated programming language, the MCM/70 was positioned to be a practical, affordable, and easy-to-use personal computer - the very first of...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-291): Implementing, Managing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network InfrastructureMicrosoft Press, 2003
Welcome to MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-291): Implementing, Managing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure. This book prepares you for the 70-291 exam by teaching you how to configure, manage, and troubleshoot various aspects of a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 network infrastructure. Each chapter...
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Applying Enterprise JavaBeans™:Component-Based Development for the J2EE™ Platform, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Written by the architects of the Enterprise JavaBean (EJB)  specification, Applying Enterprise JavaBeans(TM), Second  Edition is an advanced programming guide and reference source which has  been updated and expanded to reflect updates in the EJB 2.1 specification. This  book is an invaluable...
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